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We change the lives behind us

The people fade, but memories stay

Through pain and strife it binds us, couse all we need is

Time ticking away at our bodies

The older we get than the shorter it seems time

Actions work better than sorrys

A bridge canÂ´t be built without water beneath time

Spend it all talking to me

Tied with a bond thatÂ´s been forge with dream

Fabric gets worn til its rotten debris

So the stitches and threads have been torn at the seams

All we want in lives to find a home

Searching for the highs before the lows hold em in the nights

You keep em close until they change to writing on the stones

Name and dates the sights that people know

Cant convey the mind beneath the snow

A thousand years i try to give em hope

When i look up to the sky, im not alone

Bring the sparks and the magic, put my heart into practice

See the stars and our planet, drifting endlessly through the blackness

I cant handle the damage, blood and tears on the granite

We got different mechanics, people speaking all the same language

Ive looked through the pages, the words that were written for me

Not fighters and mages just people that live for a dream

We change the lives behind us, the people fade but memories stay

Through pain and strife it binds us, couse all we need is time

All we need is time



All we need is all the people like trees in the forest

Wholl be there when im lost in the morning

All we need is time

Minds a garten every thoughts a seed

Planting flowers and weÂ´re sorting weeds, shed our skin

Like the autumn leaves (nah)

Never changing up my core beliefs

Not the person that iÂ´d thought iÂ´d be

Become the light that they saw in me

We paint with our different brushes, iÂ´m still trying to learn

What love is, mistakes and the hurt it comes with

Lost their voice but kept their luggage

We all have a view on justice, what ways of life that we must give

ItÂ´s not weak to lean on our crutches

In our flaws we learn what to trust in

We donÂ´t live our lives in a vacuum

See us through our eyes and our statues, live for wants

But fight if you have to, laid to rest and die without thank you

Scars wonÂ´t show the highs that we ran through

Grateful for the climb with each stab wound, we must be defined

By our values, show the world what time and love can do

IÂ´ve looked through the pages the words that were written for me

Not fighters and mages just people that live for a dream

We change the lives behind us, the people fade, but memories stay

Through pain and strife it binds us all couse we need is time

All we need is time

All we need is all the people like trees in the forest, whoÂ´ll be there whe

n iÂ´m lost in the morning (time)

All we need is time


